
ZANTEDESCHIA/CALLA 

What one should know about the Calla.

First of all, no matter how one talks about a flower in general. Is it a he, she or her. The 
opinion of the language Taalunieversum says that the linguistic all three could. No mistake 
about that. But only because of the beauty, charisma and feminine forms of the Calla 
Flamingo we would prefer HER.

The Calla used to listen to the name Ethiopian arum. Often you saw this elegant white 
flower wreaths mainly when white was the color of mourning yet.
Nowadays there is a reversal in sight. More and more leave the Calla will see its beauty on 
festive occasions. In solitary house in a nice slim vase or combined with other flowers or 
bouquets.

The Calla grows at its best in steamy swamps. Originally they came in an area that 
stretches from Malawi to South Africa. The power and strength of the flower can be traced 
to the growing conditions in swamps, damp and soggy to total dehydration.

Her beautifully stylized chalice, actually a flower leaf, grows stately and serenity with its 
stalk. In the cup shape of the sensual spadix are the real small flowers.
Her confident and modern look represents modesty, purity and sympathy. The Calla is not 
only beautiful, but also strong.

It sometimes happens that go steal mucus, caused by a bacterium, here is unfortunately 
little to do. To prevent mucus from the steal its clean vases or buckets essential.

Its popularity is mainly due to the fact that they can be kept for a long time, too long without 
water and very decorative as single or mixed flower bouquets is. If the pot is Calla tuber 
also great. Ideally, they turn to in a nice pot
both in the living room or on the terrace!

Mind you! The juice from the steal of the Calla gives stain clothes and they are not bad 
either remove.
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